NWO Phone System: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
NWO Phone
In the early morning of the 2nd of June 2016, I found my self holding a strange looking
black phone with an antenna. It was a kind of satellite phone or some other long distance
capable phone and it was hardened against EMP, HEMP and other forms of electromagnetic
energy weapons. Someone was with me in the dream explaining how this phone worked. I
was told that when all other cell phones would stop working, this phone would still be working
and only very selective people would have this phone.
Voice Recognition
Further he said that it used voice recognition to identify the approved user and when a
call was made, the equivalent of $25 a minute was directly
transferred from your bank or credit source by a fictitious mail
order company which was a cover for a secret bank. If the
phone did not recognize the approved user, it would not work.
Reflections
Upon awakening, it was clear the communications of the
NWO regime will not be effected by economic crash, martial
law, the destruction of the power grid, the failure of many banks
or EMP or HEMP electromagnetic weapons. It will enable
NWO leaders around the world to stay in communications as
they reform the nations into a globalist Luciferian empire while
the rest of the world including any organized resistance will be
isolated and mostly ineffective.
The voice pattern recognition is thought be extremely
sophisticated with little chance of mimicking a non-human source electronically. This is all
that is really needed for security combined with highly encrypted transmission protocols. The
military is currently using wide spread spectrum protocols that sends bits of data across many
bands simultaneously with little chance of making sense of any data sent.
Mount Graham
My recent studies as of yesterday have been on the LUCIFER telescope on Mount
Graham run by the Jesuits which may have sparked the timeliness of this dream. It is very
possible even assured that the mountain top facilities of the NWO controlled by the Jesuits
(false prophets) and the Rothschild (Illuminati - Beast) network of banks will be used for this
telephone system in providing HEMP hardened cell towers with long distance cell phones.
I am assured the Mount Graham LUCIFER telescope run by the Jesuits is much more
than just a telescope. Claims are it is also a space port for arriving aliens. In this, I am
understanding it is a landing site for more “fallen angel alien species” that are coming even
now to assist in the rise of the NWO Antichrist regime.
World Control by Phone
I believe we will find that it is strategic to completing the agenda of the NWO with
military, political, economic, scientific and religious applications. In essence hundreds of
these high elevation facilities will be placed around the world and highly functional as the rest

of the world falls into the dark ages of limited technology and then into feudal isolationism. In
this model of Luciferian feudalism, there will be only Lords backed by their armies and then
the dispensable serfs as slaves with no middle class.
Our Alternative
The only reasonable alternative is to first be led by the Holy Spirit of YHWH who will
provide a communications system in the spiritual realm (kind of telepathic communications)
and if possible, a tube based highly mobile HAM radio system that is not effected by HEMP
weapons. The receivers can be simple crystal radio sets kept in a Faraday box when not in
use that are self powered. Tesla technology suggests a ULF transmitter that does not use
tubes or integrated circuits and can be easily built.
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